
From: Moody, Dustin (Fed)
To: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed)
Subject: RE: PQC webpage
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2016 8:20:28 AM

Sara,
Thanks for checking on this. I like www.nist.gov/pqcrypto It would be nice if they can do it, because
it’s easier to remember than http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/post-quantum-crypto/ . If they can’t do
it, then I think we don’t need a usa.gov alias, we can just use our exisiting /post-quantum-crypto/
directory.
Dustin

From: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed) 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Moody, Dustin (Fed) <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
Subject: RE: PQC webpage
Hey Dustin,
Yes, we can just continue to build within the /post-quantum-crypto/ directory. For a time, NIST
stopped creating URL aliases (www.nist.gov/xxxx). I talked to our information coordinator and she
said to submit a ticket to iTAC because they are doing them on a case-by-case basis now. IF, they will
allow an alias that points to http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/post-quantum-crypto/ what do you think
it should be. For SHA-3, it was nist.gov/hash-competition.
www.nist.gov/quantum-crypto
www.nist.gov/pqcrypto
Other thoughts?
If Itac says they will no longer do this, I can get a tiny url from go.usa.gov, but they auto select the
URL. For Lily’s December meeting (SSR2016) the tiny url is http://go.usa.gov/cpage No rhyme or
reason, but at least it’s smaller.
Sara

From: Moody, Dustin (Fed) 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:06 PM
To: Kerman, Sara J. (Fed) <sara.kerman@nist.gov>
Subject: PQC webpage
Sara,
We’re actively working on finishing our PQC Call for Proposals document (see attached). It’s very
similar to the call that went out before the SHA-3 competition. Throughout the document, we make
reference to several webpages that we currently don’t have ready. We hope to send this out for
public comment in June, so it would be good to have them ready before then.
I think we want all of them to reside at the page you already created:
In the next week or so, I’ll try and figure out exactly which pages we need and what needs to go on
them. Just wanted to give you a heads up on all this – since I assume you’ll be the one making the
webpages? Thanks!!
Dustin
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